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Managing the impacts of COVID-19

Corona: Global

Companies on a global level are faced with the effects of the globally spreading Coronavirus (COVID-19).

The current situation poses huge challenges regarding labor issues, personal data processing, public health, contracts, corporate governance,
tax obligations and sanctions-related matters. This raises substantial questions and concerns from a tax and legal point of view.

Our experts from WTS Global have collected information and advice on managing the impact of COVID-19 in their home markets. We are
pleased to offer you a bundled overview on over 35 countries here.

We remain entirely at your disposal for further advice and guidance to support you in professional challenges you might currently face.
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https://wts.com/global/insights/covid19
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Tax Changes for 2021 Include New  Simplified VAT Regime

Angola has introduced several tax changes as part of the Budget for 2021. Most of the key changes concern VAT as follows:

• The VAT rate is set at 5% on the import and transfer of various agricultural goods listed in Table I of the Value Added Tax Code, which

includes livestock, seeds for sowing, grains for processing, various fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides, and agricultural

materials, tools, and machinery, among others;

• New rules are provided for determining the taxable value for VAT on imports, which includes the customs value according to customs law

plus import duties, taxes, and fees due on importation (excluding VAT) and ancillary costs such as packaging, transport, insurance, and other

charges to the extent not already included in the customs value;

• The VAT rate is set at 14% for the operation of games of chance and social entertainment, as well as relevant commissions and related

transactions;

• It is provided that taxable persons responsible for paying VAT are obliged to pay the amount due up to the last working day of the month

following the month in which the transaction was carried out;

• A Simplified VAT Regime is introduced:

▪ the regime applies for taxable persons with turnover or import operations of up to AOA 350 million in the previous 12 months;

▪ taxable persons under the regime pay a 7% VAT rate on income received from non-exempt transactions, including advance payments,
with the right to deduct 7% of total tax incurred with the possibility of a refund; and

▪ taxable persons under the regime are required to pay 7% VAT on payments for services acquired from non- resident providers;



Angola
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• Natural or legal persons with turnover or import operations of up to AOA 10 million are excluded from the scope of VAT;

• Taxable persons in the manufacturing industry are subject to the general VAT regime regardless of the amount of turnover or import

operations;

• VAT taxpayers under the general or simplified regime are required to pay 7% stamp duty on receipts from VAT-exempt transactions; and

• VAT at a rate of 2.5% is required to be withheld on payments made through automatic point of sale terminals for supplies of goods or
services made by taxable persons, which may be deducted in the periodic VAT return by taxable persons under the general VAT regime or in
the simplified return for taxable persons under the simplified VAT regime.

Other tax-related changes include the following:

• An exemption from the procedure for dispatch and payment of customs duties is provided for goods dispatched by post through mail or

express cargo operators, or contained in the personal luggage of travelers, provided that they are regarded as personal goods, transported

in reduced quantities, and do not exceed by consignment or per traveler, the value AOA 880,000;

• A simplified dispatch procedure is provided for the above goods if the value is between AOA 880,001 and AOA 1,320,000, including a flat

rate of 16% of the FOB value for imports and the rates provided for in the export regime of goods for exports (goods with a value exceeding

AOA 1,320,000 are subject to the general procedures);

• A 70% customs rate is established on the customs value of exported food, medicines, medical equipment and nationalized biosecurity

goods;

• The rules laid down in the General Tax Code relating to payment in installments are extended to customs debts in cases where there has

been a deferred payment of duties and other customs charges related to the procedure for customs clearance of imported goods, as well as

in cases where additional tax resulting from post-import audit procedures is computed;
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• During the 2021 financial year, the rate of withholding tax is set at 6.5% on the overall value of services provided by legal persons, without

head office, effective management, or permanent establishment in Angola (i.e., non-resident) to petroleum operators, with head office,

effective management, or permanent establishment in Angola; and

• The statute of limitations for the 2015 tax year is exceptionally extended up to 31 December 2021.

The tax measures for the 2021 Budget were provided for by Law 42/20 of 31 December 2020, which entered into force on 1 January 2021.
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Changes to Intrastat return in  Belgium 2021

The Belgian tax authorities published a bulletin explaining changes to consider regarding Belgian Intrastat returns in 2021. This is especially
important for companies who trade with the UK frequently, as many of the changes are due to Brexit.

Companies should take note that the country code “GB” will no longer be used. Those trading with Northern Ireland will use the country code
“XI” on their Intrastat returns. The country code “XU” will represent the UK (this is not including Northern Ireland, which as mentioned above
will have the code “XI”).

Furthermore, any trade with the UK will not be able to be reported via the Intrastat return, as was the case before Brexit when the UK was still a
part of the European Union.

Trade with the UK will have to be reported via customs documents because the movement of goods into the UK are considered as exports
starting 1 January 2021.

When will these changes come into effect?

Companies could still apply the previous rules and treatment to their Intrastat returns until 31 December 2020. From January 2021 forward,
companies will have to adhere to the changes mentioned above.

Additionally, if goods that had been delivered in 2020 are returned in 2021 either to or from the UK, this movement cannot be reported on the
Intrastat return – it will have to be declared in a customs declaration.



Belgium
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Updated commodity codes

The European Commission published an updated list of commodity codes to be used in 2021. Companies should take these into account when
preparing their Intrastat returns and other intra-Community movements.



Botswana
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Confirms Increase in VAT Rate to  14%

Botswana proposed budget measures for 2021/22 were delivered to the National Parliament on 1 February 2021, including a proposed increase

in the standard VAT rate from 12% to 14%. The increase in the rate has reportedly been confirmed effective 1 April 2021 via a notice published

in the Official Gazette on 5 February 2021. Further details on the implementation of the other budget measures will be published once

available.



Introduces new rules for NF-e invoices

Brazil

Although Brazil is known for its complex tax laws that make compliance a difficult task in the country, it is undeniable that the Continuous
Transaction Control (CTC) system implemented more than a decade ago is one of the most stable in the world.

However, even a sophisticated CTC system continues to evolve and mature, and as a result legal changes and technical updates happen
quite often in Brazil. In December 2020 the Brazilian tax authorities changed the premise for cancellation and correction of NF-es and
buyer’s responses.

A closer look at what’s new

According to the Agreement SINIEF 44/20, invoices that are connected to factoring transactions can no longer be cancelled. The goal of the
Brazilian tax authority is to align invoicing regulations with the banking sector rules that have required NF-es to be associated with discount
operations since May 2020.

The new agreement also changed the deadline for two sets of buyer’s responses:

» Events confirmation, non-confirmation or  transaction not performed can now be issued  up to 180 days after the NF-e has been  cleared 
by the tax authority, rather than the  previous 90-day limit.

» The deadline for acknowledgment of an NF-e  has been set to ten days after clearance.
» Before the changes in December, no  deadline for such acknowledgment existed.
» The acknowledgment of an NF-e does not  represent a buyer’s reaction to the  transaction but instead makes it possible for  the buyer to 

download the invoice’s XML.
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Brazil

When it comes to the correction of invoices, the tax authorities have included two additional conditions that restrict the possibilities for
correction of invoices through a Correction Letter (commonly referred to as CC-e), bringing the total number of conditions up to five.

Taxpayers can no longer issue CC-es to modify fields of an NF-e that are cross-referenced in the export declaration (DU-E) or to include or
modify sales installments.

Putting these updates into perspective, it goes without saying that Brazilian taxpayers must always be alert of the constant changes in the
technical and regulatory landscape impacting the issuance of the many fiscal documents mandated in the country.
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Court Confirms Downloaded  Software May Not be Subject to State Value  Added 
Tax (ICMS)

Brazil

On 18 February 2021, the final vote of Justice Nunes Marques was cast in the Brazilian Federal Supreme Court concerning the levy of
municipal services tax (ISS) or state value added tax (ICMS) on downloaded software.

The levy of ICMS was challenged because the download of software may also be subject to ISS, which would amount to double taxation.
Although the final vote took the position that ICMS should be levied on downloaded software instead of the ISS, the vote was not enough
to change the majority position reached in November 2020 that software downloads are subject to ISS and should not be subject to ICMS,
due to the double taxation issue.

With the final vote, the case is concluded.
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Czech Republic
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New procedure on VAT refunds

The General Financial Directorate (GFD) in the Czech Republic recently announced the following VAT amendments:

» When a corrective VAT return is submitted, in which the total amount of the reported input VAT exceeds the total output VAT liability,
the total final amount of the net input VAT deduction shall ordinarily be refunded without the taxable person having to request the
refund.

» When a VAT return generates a VAT credit position, such refund shall be processed within 30 days from the deadline for submitting the
relevant VAT return.

However, if a VAT audit takes place the refund shall only be processed upon closing such audit. In this context, and considering that the VAT
audits can take some time, a new legal instrument named as “provision of the advance payment for net input VAT deduction” was
introduced into the Czech Tax Code, in which under certain conditions the taxable person is entitled to receive an advance payment in the
amount corresponding to that part of the VAT refund requested in the VAT return which is not being audited.



All you need to know about the Import  One-Stop Shop (IOSS)

European Union

Please find information published on the site of  European Commission here.
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https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/vat/ioss_en#heading_2


VAT Committee: Treatment of small  losses of goods under call-off stock  
arrangements

European Union

The VAT Committee—as set up under Article 398 of the VAT Directive to promote uniform application of the provisions of the VAT
Directive—reached an agreement on the treatment of how to handle small losses under “call-off stock arrangements.”

The VAT Committee is an advisory committee and cannot make binding decisions, but it can give some guidance on the application of the
VAT Directive.

According to a 12 March 2021 update to the VAT Committee’s guidelines, small losses of goods under call-off stock arrangements (Article
17a of the VAT Directive) arising from the actual nature of the goods, from unforeseeable circumstances or from an authorization or
instruction by the competent authorities, would not give rise to a transfer of these goods within the meaning of Article 17 of the VAT
Directive.

The VAT Committee also found that for purposes of call-off stock arrangements, “small losses” would mean losses that are below 5% in
terms of value or quantity of the total stock (measured as of the date after arrival at the place of storage) if the goods are actually removed
or destroyed. However, if it is not possible to determine that date, then the measurement date would be when the goods are found to have
been destroyed or missing.
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Danske Bank – Services between head  office and branch attract VAT

European Union

In its ruling of 11 March (C-812/19), the European Court of Justice (ECJ) decided that services rendered by the Danish head office of the

Danske Bank to its Swedish branch attract VAT. This was based on the fact that the Danish head office had joined a Danish VAT group. As a

result of this decision intercompany cross-border services are inside the scope of VAT, if either the head office or the branch are a

member of a VAT group. More detailed coverage to follow.
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Exemption for financial services in  respect of credit intermediation by an electronic  
platform

Finland

A Oy provides financial management software to its corporate customers to buy the services provided by third parties. These services

included B Oy’s loan service. B Oy offered A Oy’s customers a loan in which the customer’s trade receivables in the financial management

software in question act as collateral for the loan. The trade receivables secured by the customer’s loan could only be paid to B Oy. A Oy

markets the said service to its customers. A Oy took care of the availability of B Oy’s loan service in its financial management software, and

after the loan decision, the customer can withdraw the loan through that financial management software. B Oy received, among other

things, the customer’s bank connection and a copy of the sales invoices for the credit security assessment of the financial management

software in question. A Oy made transfer entries to the customer’s sales invoices in its financial management software on behalf of the

customer using it. A Oy received a fee from B Oy as a share of the interest on the loan charged by the customer.

The Supreme Administrative Court held that, in the circumstances set out in the application, A Oy brought its corporate customer and B Oy

together so that they could enter into an agreement with each other to grant the loan. The technical way in which the service was

provided, such as manually or using an information system, was irrelevant in assessing the VAT nature of the service. Considering the

nature and content of the service between A Oy and B Oy and the accumulation of the company’s fee as a share of interest on corporate

loans, credit intermediation based on the financing of corporate receivables using the company’s financial management software had to be

considered the main performance of the service provided by A Oy. Brokerage activities typically also included the marketing of the product

to be brokered, nor could these marketing measures be considered as a service separate from the brokerage service. Taking into account

the provisions of the VAT Directive on exempt financial services and the case law of the Court of Justice on their interpretation, as well as

the nature and purpose of the services, the fee received from B Oy was compensation for credit intermediation as a tax-free financial

service. Consequently, the company (A Oy) was not required to pay VAT on the fees referred to in the order for reference.
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Finance Act for 2021: analysis of VAT  measures and actions to be anticipated

France

French Finance Act for 2021 (Law n°2020-1721 of 29 December 2020) provides certain measures regarding VAT and indirect taxes.

» Implementation of VAT Group scheme (article 162 of the Finance act for 2021) – entry into force as of January 1st
» VAT and E-commerce: postponement on July 1st, 2021 (article 51 of the Finance Act)– measures applicable as of July 1st, 2021
» Clarification of the VAT rules applicable to complex transactions (article 44 of the Finance Act) – measures applicable as of January 1st,

2021
» Mandatory BtoB electronic invoicing – A government ordinance on the practical implementation expected by September 2021 (article

195 of the Finance Act for 2021)
» Clarification on sanctions applicable to VAT fraud (article 170 of the Finance Act for 2021)
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Bundestag e-invoice proposition

Germany

German members of parliament have called for the adoption of an Italian SdI e-invoice regime to fight large-scale VAT fraud. In addition,
they call for Germany to join the Transaction Network Analysis (TNA) tool which enables EU states to share VAT transaction data to identify
carousel or missing trader fraud. This comes as other measures, including the domestic reverse charge, have largely failed as criminal gangs
jump between industry sectors and regular businesses are left with cumbersome VAT bureaucracy.

German e-invoice call

The call, following similar views expressed by the Federal Court of Auditors, includes a federal preclearance of sales invoices platform
following the success of Italy’s e-invoice regime introduced in 2019. This is estimated to have reduced the large Italian VAT gap by 10%. Such
a system would also provide a useful analysis of economic data for the government, and move towards taxation based on cash received. To
prevent a unwieldly burden on small businesses, they could be exempted from the regime or provided with free electronic invoice
generating software or apps.

B2G invoices have been mandatory in Germany since 27 November 2020. Any imposition of mandatory B2B or B2C invoices would require
permission from the European Commission to deviate from the requirements of the VAT Directive. This obliges suppliers to provide paper
invoices unless they can obtain written permission from their customers.
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Miss postal operators IOSS July  2021 launch

Germany

The German customs authorities have warned that the portal to support the new Import One Stop Shop (IOSS) by postal operators will not
be ready for the EU ecommerce VAT package on 1 July 2021. This will present problems for postal operators, express carriers and customs
agents until at least 1 January 2022 being able to report and pay sales VAT on imported sales not exceeding €150 to German consumers
under the Special Arrangements option. This allows these parties to collect the VAT due from the end customer instead of the seller or
facilitating marketplace at the online checkout.

Germany has already failed to have the EU reforms delayed for a second time to 1 January 2022. With the support of the Netherlands, it
voiced concerns that COVID-19 crisis meant it would not be ready. The Netherlands has already proposed an emergency technical fix on its
import system to ensure it is ready for 1 July 2021.

Germany is updating its import platform to process declarations, the ATLAS-IMPOST, for reporting by postal and couriers. ATLAS allows
importer to generate all import declarations for Germany and transmit them to the ATLAS e-customs system.

The supporting software for the 2021 ecommerce package is behind schedule and will not be certified until October 2021. This means it will
not be ready to go live until at least 1 January 2022.

A new customs declaration type APK (declarations of postal and courier shipments with a goods value of up to €150) will be created for
ATLAS users. APKs can be submitted as customs declarations prior to presentation or as non-early customs declarations after presentation.
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Measure to be implemented for  control and oversight over electronic  commerce

Guatemala

The head of the customs division of Guatemala’s Superintendency for Tax Administration (SAT) indicated in a statement published in the
media on 19 January 2021 that a new “Program for Oversight over Electronic Commerce” is expected to become operational in June 2021.
The program involves a platform that will analyze information appearing on social media networks relating to suppliers and distributors and
is intended to increase oversight of transactions carried out electronically, given that electronic commerce is becoming increasingly
prevalent.

The SAT intends to use the information identified through the platform to verify whether suppliers and distributors are complying with their
tax obligations, and whether imported goods that they bring into the country are linked to a customs declaration.

This will be the first initiative regulating and controlling electronic commerce in Guatemala. The heads of the SAT’s divisions for customs and
oversight will be jointly responsible for carrying out the initiative, and will create a department for the oversight of foreign trade (exports
and imports).

“It is a much broader strategy that includes not only clearing goods through customs, but also more thorough audits so that all of the tax
and customs information coincides with the accounting books and the payment of taxes such as VAT and Income Tax,” the official heading
the customs division stated.

The new strategy will govern all matters relating to the classification, valuation, and origin of imported goods. To implement the strategy,
the official indicated that technical experts from the International Monetary Fund and the US Treasury Department will be assisting with
setting up the structure for strengthening customs services.
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Live reporting 1 April B2C  mandatory

Hungary

Hungary’s live VAT transaction reporting (RTIR) is being extended from 1 April 2021 to include B2C invoices. The plan had been for the
current B2B invoice submissions regime to include consumer invoices from 1 January 2021, but a 3-month voluntary compliance period was
introduced in light of COVID-19 emergency.

The extension to B2C transactions does not include sales to be reported through the MOSS digital services return or future EU OSS VAT
return.

Hungarian taxpayers are required to submit sales invoices automatically to the Hungarian National Tax and Customs Administration (NAV)
via the KOBAK online portal. Only sales invoices which are booked in the Sales Ledger should be submitted – meaning they may only be
corrected via a credit note. Invoices can be submitted in batches with an electronic batch token. An electronic reference number is returned
which does not have to be printed on the invoice.

The following transactions are now required to be included in the submissions under the new v3.0 reporting schema:

• B2B domestic, including domestic reverse charge;
• B2B Intra-community supplies;
• B2C domestic (mandatory from 1 April 2021)
• Exempt domestic supplies;
• Exports; and
• B2C distance sales.

To accommodate the extended transactions, a v3.0 RTIR invoice schema is now mandatory.
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E-invoicing Scope in India Expanding  from 1 April 2021

India

During the past few months, in the absence of formal clarification, there has been much speculation on whether the Indian authorities
would move forward with the expansion of the mandatory e-invoicing scope. While some have raised concerns that the Indian mid-market
to SME segment would not be ready for such a change, others, including government officials, have reinforced the message that the
expansion would proceed according to plan.

On 8 March 2021 the Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs (CBIC) issued a Notification lowering the threshold for mandatory e-
invoicing from 100 Cr. rupees to 50 Cr. rupees. Taxpayers that are now in scope must comply with the continuous transaction control (CTC)
invoicing rules by 1 April 2021 at the latest.

While taxpayers have already been provided with access to the API Sandbox testing environment in order to prepare, the late formal
publication of the Notification leaves affected taxpayers with little time to comply.

The Indian CTC invoicing system

The Indian e-invoicing system requires taxpayers to transmit invoice data in JSON format to the Invoice Registration Portal (IRP) before
exchanging the legal invoice with their counterparties.

Once the JSON file is transmitted to the IRP, the IRP performs certain checks and business validations. After passing the validation process
without any errors the IRP generates the invoice reference number (IRN), includes it in the JSON, signs the JSON and registers it.

The IRP also generates the QR code data that must be included in the PDF or paper version of the invoice, if such is created.

A graphical representation of the QR code can be generated using this QR code data. Taxpayers can exchange their invoices in JSON or PDF
format, or in paper form. 25©Taxise Asia LLC 2021



Returns VAT rate to 23% 1st March  2021

Ireland

Ireland reverses its temporary COVID VAT rate cut, increasing the standard VAT rate to 23% from 21%.

The cut on the reduced rate for tourism and hospitality rates from 13.5% to 9% remains in place until the end of 2021.

Ireland had announced its temporary Value Added Tax rate cut from 23% to 21% last summer. The measure came into place on 1 September
2020 until 28 February 2021.

This was part of a €5.2bn economic package of 50 measures. The surprise decision to cut the standard rate was a "late" move by the
coalition parties, according to a Government source. It appears the decision - which benefited the vast bulk of consumers - was only made
in last minute negotiations.
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Guidance: VAT rate on biocontaining stretchers

Italy

X carries out production, retail and wholesale trade, export activities and import of sanitary materials, including machinery and accessories
to be installed in ambulances, clinics and hospitals.

Given the COVID-19 health emergency in progress and in response to a market upon request, the Applicant intends to market, export and /
or import “bio-containing stretchers/bio-containment stretchers” necessary for suitable transport of the infected patient in a containing
manner.

Such transportation can occur either inside and outside a particular hospital facility, both on board ambulances, being built on the same
standards as normal stretchers usable for transportation of the sick.

The bio-containing stretchers, necessary for the containment of the Covid-19 epidemic, can benefit from the subsidized VAT treatment
provided for by the Relaunch decree.
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VAT group separates the branch from  the parent company

Italy

Transactions involving the sale of goods and / or provision of services between the parent company and the permanent establishment,
respectively “from parent company to permanent establishment” and from “permanent establishment to parent company”, must be
considered relevant, when one of the two entities is a member of a VAT group.
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Tax qualified invoices October 2023

Japan

Japan plans to introduce for the first time Consumption Tax invoices for input tax credits from 1 October 2023. Termed qualified invoices,
these will be only issued by certified invoice issuers. A Transitional Invoice Retention System is already effective from October 1, 2019 until
September 30,2023.

Currently, there is no legislated tax invoice; taxpayers are instead required to maintain prescribed tax books partially because until October
2019 there was only a single Consumption Tax rate.

An 8% reduced rate was introduced alongside the 10% standard rate. The invoicing system will ensure that the creditable tax amount can be
calculated properly, given the maultiple tax rates.

Transitional Invoice Retention System until September 2023

The Transitional Invoice Retention System applies during the four-year period beginning October 1, 2019 and continues until the Qualified
Invoicing System comes into effect on October 1, 2023.

Under the Transitional Invoice Retention System, invoices must specify the sales amount and the applicable tax rate. Correspondingly,
taxable purchases must be recorded in the taxpayer’s books at the applicable tax rate in order to claim an input tax credit.
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Japan

Tax qualified invoice from October 2023

To obtain certification, businesses will be able to apply their national tax office from 1 October 2021. The last date for application is 31
March 2023 to ensure the process is completed in time for 1 October 2023.

Disclosure requirements on qualified invoices

The following information is required on any qualified invoices:

• Date
• Issuer qualified invoice identification number (granted on successful application)
• Customer identification
• Description of taxable service
• Price (split by Consumption Tax if applicable)
• Consumption Tax charge.
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Prepares for the deployment of the  electronic invoice

Jordan

Jordan is preparing for the adoption of electronic invoicing. The Ministry of Digital Economy and Entrepreneurship (MDEE) has drafted

specifications summarizing all the prerequisites necessary for the adoption of electronic invoicing.

The objective is to create a national electronic invoicing solution facilitating the collection of information and the transparency of

transactions with the tax administration. The system is presented as a tool accessible to all users in order to facilitate its democratization.
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Enters the World of Digital Tax

Maryland

The Maryland Legislature overrode gubernatorial vetoes on two bills that substantially change how Maryland approaches digital tax. The
Legislature adopted a novel rule that seeks to tax digital advertising services. Additionally, it expanded Maryland sales tax to include digital
equivalents of tangible personal property.

The concept of taxing the revenue earned by companies operating in the digital economy, while relatively new, is not novel. Over the last
year or two, taxes on digital advertising have been enacted in Austria, France, Italy, Hungary (temporarily suspended), Turkey, Spain, and
the UK.

From a policy perspective, a general sentiment exists that tax systems fail in effectively capturing revenue earned in the digital economy.
Companies earn profits by directing advertising at the eyeballs around the world but the countries where those eyeballs reside are unable
to tax those profits.

Politically, the perception (exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic) is that digital companies have earned substantial profit while not always
acting in society’s best interest. Therefore, taxing them a little bit more is not a bad idea.

Maryland Breaks New Ground

While this idea was considered in a handful of state legislatures last year, Maryland is the first state to tax digital advertising services, which
the law defines as:

advertisement services on a digital interface, including advertisements in the form of banner advertising, search engine advertising,
interstitial advertising, and other comparable advertising services.
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Maryland

The tax would apply to revenue earned in Maryland from said advertising (derived based on an apportionment formula), with the
applicable rate varying based on the provider’s global annual gross revenue.

Putting political and social concerns to one side, the question is whether this levy violates the US Permanent Internet Tax Freedom Act
(PITFA). Fundamentally, the PITFA prevents state and local governments from enacting discriminatory taxes on internet commerce.
Essentially, you cannot pose a tax on commerce conducted over the internet unless an identical levy is imposed when the commerce takes
place by more traditional means.

What’s Next?

The bill makes the tax effective for all taxable years beginning after December 31, 2020. Under Maryland law, bills enacted pursuant to a
veto override generally take effect 30 days after the override. In this case, the law becomes effective in mid-March. However, much is left to
be determined. For example, the Maryland Comptroller must adopt regulations specifying how companies determine what constitutes
advertising revenue earned in Maryland. The legislature is also expected to adopt a bill prohibiting companies from directly passing this tax
on to consumers. Finally, a legal injunction could prevent any enforcement until the Constitutional question is settled by the courts. In any
event, the fate of the Maryland Digital Advertising tax will influence other states considering similar levies, including Connecticut, Indiana,
Nebraska, New York, Oregon, South Dakota, and Washington. If the law survives legal scrutiny it could absolutely trigger a legislative
avalanche.
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Publishes Guidance on Updated  Definition of Permanent Establishment

Moldova

Moldova's State Tax Service has published Order No. 85 of 17 February 2021, which provides guidance concerning changes in the definition of
permanent establishment as provided by Law no. 257 of 16 December 2020. The guidance provides that a permanent establishment includes a
fixed place of business through which a non-resident carries out, in whole or in part, business activities in Moldova, either directly or through
an agent with dependent status, including:

» A place of management, a subdivision, an office, a factory, a plant, a workshop, or a mine, an oil or gas well, a quarry, or any other place of
extraction of mineral resources or cultivation of agricultural crops;

» A construction site or a construction, installation, or assembly project, and activities involving the technical supervision, maintenance, and
operation of related equipment, if the site, project, or activities continue for a period longer than 6 months;

» The sale of goods from warehouses located in the territory of Moldova that are owned or leased by a non-resident;
» The provision of other services or performance of other activities during a period longer than 3 months, except for preparatory or auxiliary

activities (see below), as well as work performed under an employment contract and independent professional activity, unless the Tax
Code provides otherwise; and

» The development in Moldova of any activity, corresponding to the above, by an agent with dependent status, or the maintenance by this
agent in Moldova of a stock of products or goods from which the agent delivers products or goods on behalf of a non- resident.

Activities (generally those of a preparatory or auxiliary nature) that do not result in the creation of permanent establishment for a non-
resident include the following:

» The use of installations exclusively for the purpose of storage or display of products or goods belonging to the non-resident;
» Maintaining a stock of products or goods belonging to the non-resident exclusively for the purpose of storage or display;
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Moldova

» Maintaining a stock of products or goods belonging to the non-resident exclusively for
» the purpose of processing by another person;
» Maintaining a fixed place of business exclusively for the purpose of purchasing goods by the non-resident;
» Maintaining a fixed place of business exclusively for the purpose of collecting and/or distributing information, marketing, advertising, or

market research of goods (services) sold by the non-resident, if such activity is not a principal (ordinary) activity of the non-resident;
» Maintaining a fixed place of business for the purpose of signing contracts by a person on behalf of the non-resident, if the contracts are

signed in accordance with the detailed written instructions of the non-resident;
» Carrying out the activity as described above for a construction site or a construction, installation, or assembly project, etc. that does not

exceed 6 months.

The updated definition as per Law no. 257 entered into force on 1 January 2021.
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Targets 2023 for e-invoicing  and e-receipts

Philippines

The Philippine Department of Finance is scheduled to commence a pilot of e-invoicing in January 2022, with a plan to roll out to all B2B and
perhaps B2C transactions in 2023 in a phased approach. This would include large businesses and exporters first. The initiative to digitize all cash
and regular invoicing processes is aimed at reducing the compliance burden for both taxpayers and the tax office, and well as reduce VAT fraud.

The Philippines is anxious to accelerate the adoption of live reporting following the challenges of the COVID-19 crisis and being able to
understand the economic difficulties facing taxpayers.

The Department of Finance is looking to copy the South Korean eTax system. VAT registered businesses are required to submit their invoices to
the tax authorities through the tax office in one of the following ways:

• Uploading invoices via the free portal provided by the tax office
• Using an outsourced, licensed e-invoice service provider
• Creating their own e-invoices via their accounting system with a digital certificate
• Using the AVRS telephone system
• Submitting in-person at a local tax office
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Interpretation regarding classification  of transactions with the use of fuel cards for 
VAT  purposes

Poland

» The Ministry of Finance has prepared a general interpretation explaining how to correctly qualify for VAT purposes transactions with
the use of fuel cards, carried out in the three-party model.

» It will make determining the nature of the transaction for VAT purposes easier.
» Depending on the circumstances of the transaction, we can deal with either the delivery of goods or the provision of services.
» The taxpayer’s compliance with the general interpretation will enable protection of his tax settlements.
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Obligation to inform the tax authorities  of running a call-off stock warehouse

Poland

A taxpayer or a value added tax payer who runs a warehouse to which goods are introduced under the call-off stock procedure, is obliged
to submit a notification on running a warehouse used in the warehouse type procedure within 14 days from the date of the first entry of
goods into the warehouse under this procedure.

The Ministry of Finance informs that the notification about running a call-off stock warehouse is submitted by the taxpayer or the value
added tax payer who runs the warehouse of the indicated type.

The obligation to submit the notification does not apply to the entity introducing the goods into a call- off stock warehouse, if the
warehouse is run by an entity other than the one introducing the goods into the warehouse (e.g. by the buyer of the goods or an entity
running a service warehouse).

A taxpayer or a value added tax payer who runs a call-off stock warehouse, submits the notification once – within 14 days from the date of
the first introduction of goods into the warehouse. The notification should be submitted separately for each warehouse. The regulations
do not provide for the obligation to submit a separate notification for each subsequent entity that introduces goods to a given warehouse
for the first time.

In other words, the notification is submitted once for each call-off stock warehouse located in Poland, regardless of the number of entities
that use or will use a given warehouse.

The notification is submitted in electronic form using the VAT-CS form created for this purpose.

In part B of the VAT-CS form, please provide the data of the taxpayer or value added tax payer who runs a call-off stock warehouse.
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Poland

To submit a notification on behalf of other taxpayers, you must have a general (PPO-1) or specific (PPS-1) power of attorney.

VAT-CS notification:

» taxpayer – submitted to the head of the tax office,
» value added tax payer – submits to the head of the second tax office.
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National e-Invoicing System (KSeF)  from 1 October 2021

Poland

On 5 February 2021, the Polish Ministry of Finance proposed a draft amendment to the VAT Act, introducing to the Polish legal order the
possibility to issue structured invoices as one of the permitted forms of documenting transactions.

Application of structured invoices (e-invoices), in addition to commercially present paper invoices and electronic invoices, is to be
voluntary. For this purpose, the legislator intends to provide a computerized system, i.e. the National e-Invoicing System (KSeF).

Under the proposed draft bill, application of structured invoices will be based on attestation model, i.e. authorization of a person in the
system, and will require prior approval of the recipient. Each taxpayer with an individual account in the system will be able to prepare an
invoice directly in the financial and accounting programme, and then send it to KSeF via the API system or from a dedicated electronic
platform. On the day KSeF assigns an identification number to a structured invoice, it will be considered to have been issued and received
simultaneously.

In addition to the taxpayer, an entity authorized to access KSeF, such as an accounting office or other designated person, will be able to
issue structured invoices on his behalf and have access to them. The above solution will require the taxpayer to submit a relevant notice to
the head of the tax office, before issuing such an e-invoice.

The legislator has also provided for the possibility of anonymous (without prior authorization) access to a single structured invoice through
a dedicated platform, by providing a set of unique characteristics identifying the invoice, including a number identifying invoice in this
system.

New regulations are expected to enter into force on 1 October 2021.
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Implements retail sales tax effective  from 1 January 2021

Poland

On 1 January 2021, the retail sales tax came into effect in Poland. The tax was first announced by the Polish Government on 6 July 2016.
However, the introduction of the tax was initially delayed by legal challenges from the European Commission, which were unsuccessful.

The taxable base for the new tax is revenue from retail sales in excess of PLN17 million monthly. The tax applies at two rates:

» 0.8% on revenues that do not exceed PLN170 million
» 1.4% on revenues in excess of PLN170 million.

The first tax collection and reporting deadline for the January 2021 period is 25 February 2021.
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Drops UK Fiscal Representative  requirement

Poland

Poland has reversed its requirement for UK businesses with a Polish VAT registration to appoint a Brexit Fiscal Representative. This follows
the inclusion of a Mutual Assistance Protocol in the EU- UK Trade & Cooperation Agreement. Poland had initially warned UK businesses that
a rep would be compulsory.

In addition to the UK, Poland is also withdrawing the requirement for Norwegian businesses to appoint a Fiscal Rep. Norway concluded a
Mutual Assistance Agreement with the EU several years ago. The UK and Norway measures are back dated to 1 January 2021.

Several other countries, including Sweden and Denmark, look likely to officially drop their requirement for Fiscal Rep. Italy and France have
official confirmed there is no requirement.

The Protocol includes requesting states (EU or UK) being able to ask requested states to use their debt recovery processes to be used to
collect outstanding in-scope taxes and penalties under the laws of the requesting state. The requested state must treat the request as any
other claim of that state. There is assistance request threshold of £5,000 per claim.

The VAT and customs protocol includes details covering:

• Exchange of information for tax assessments and to combat VAT fraud; and
• Recovery of VAT, customs and excise duties levied by the UK or EU27, including penalties, interests and costs.
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Authorities started challenging  agreements on royalty and licensing fees  from 
retail companies

Russia

Recently, Russian customs authorities have started challenging agreements on royalty and licensing fees from retail companies.

According to the media and official reports from the Federal Customs Service of Russia (FCS), Russian customs has charged significant
amounts of additional customs duties and has started a criminal case against a major retailer in Russia for not including certain royalties in
the customs value of goods.

Recently, the FCS announced that about 40 companies are on their target list, although further information about this list is lacking.
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Limits VAT exemption on software  licences

Russia

Russia is limiting VAT exemptions on software licenses. Foreign companies that license software or databases to customers in Russia will
now have to pay Russian VAT.

The software license VAT exemption will now be limited to certain domestic software companies that are included in the official national
register of software companies.
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VAT guidelines for e- commerce

Saudi Arabia

March 8, 2021 - The General Authority of Zakat and Tax (GAZT) on 2 March 2021 released guidelines about value added tax (VAT)
registration and payment for online and e-commerce transactions and activities.

The guidelines (available in Arabic) provide that it is mandatory for online enterprises to register for VAT if their annual turnover exceeds
SAR 375,000 (approximately U.S. $100,000). VAT registration is optional if yearly sales fall between SAR 187,500 and SAR 375,000.

Online stores are defined as any digital platform that is used for e-commerce activities, and includes activities on Instagram, Whatsapp,
Facebook, and LinkedIn, among others.

The guidelines set forth steps on how to:

• Register for VAT
• Display the VAT certificate on their platforms
• File VAT returns and remit VAT

Registration first requires that the online enterprise be registered with the Ministry of Commerce or the Ministry of Investment, and this is
followed by registration on the GAZT portal.

Approval of registration is to be granted by GAZT within two business days. Once a VAT certificate is acquired, online enterprises must
display it on their platforms to avoid penalties up to SAR 50,000. After registration, the enterprise will be required to file the VAT returns by
means of the GAZT portal.
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GST on ecommerce imports Jan 2023

Singapore

Singapore is to impose Goods and Services Tax (GST) on imported sales of goods from 1 January 2023. Currently, imports not exceeding SGD
400 (about €250) are exempt from GST. Non-digital B2C services provided from abroad will also become liable to GST at the same time. This
follows imposing GST on sales of digital services by foreign providers to consumers in 2020.

Singapore will look to introduce a simplified registration process for foreign sellers and marketplaces which facilitate imported online sales
of goods. The current Singaporean GST rate is 7%.

The move follows a global trend to end the VAT or GST exemptions on imported online sales of goods. This includes measures in Australia,
New Zealand, Norway, UK and the EU (July 2021). Governments around the world are anxious to level the playing field for national online
and high-street retailers, as well as boost tax revenues following the stellar growth of e-commerce during the COVID-19 crisis.
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GST set for 2023 extension to  low value goods

Singapore

Singapore's plans for a 2023 extension of its GST regime to the importation of low-value goods is following in a definite global trend.
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GST changes to bolster recurrent  revenue

Singapore

Amid economic headwinds, the Government decided that the goods and services tax (GST) increase will not take place in 2021. Although no
announcement was made on the specific date for the GST rate increase, the Government’s move is much in line with expectations.

The Finance Minister however emphasized that the GST rate will need to be raised sooner than later, within the timeframe of 2022 to 2025,
given the pressing need to bolster Government revenue to fund rising recurrent healthcare expenditure. In Budget 2018, the Government
had announced its intention to increase the GST rate from 7% to 9% sometime between 2021 and 2025.

Given the lead time needed by GST-registered businesses to prepare for a GST rate increase, it would appear unlikely that this will take
place in 2022. A more likely timeframe would appear to be 2023 or 2024, depending on the economic outlook at that point in time.

To cushion the impact of the GST rate increase on the less advantaged, the Government has set aside a $6 billion Assurance Package. The
Permanent GST Voucher Scheme will also be enhanced when the GST rate increase takes place. The Government will continue to absorb
the GST on publicly- subsidized education and healthcare.

In preparation for the GST rate change, GST registered businesses should:

1. Review the changes required to be made to their systems and processes in the event of a GST rate increase.
• Review their contracts with customers and suppliers to determine which party should bear the increase in the GST rate, e.g. for

goods-in- transit at the time the increase takes effect.
• Consider GST cashflow relief schemes for imports such as the
• Major Exporter Scheme, Approved Contract Manufacturer and Trader Scheme and Import GST Deferment Scheme

2. Non-GST registered businesses should:
• Consider the pros and cons of a GST registration and the appropriate timing to apply for a GST registration.
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Preparing for an invoice clearance  model

Slovakia

Slovakia is preparing for an invoice clearance model. No date has been announced yet. Businesses will have to report invoice data through a

certified third party from their accounting software before the final version of the invoice is prepared.
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From August, Poland and Slovakia  will automatically exchange VAT  information

Slovakia

On March 10, 2021, a Polish-Slovak agreement on automatic exchange of information in the field of VAT will be signed. Thanks to it, both

countries will obtain tools that will facilitate the detection and fight against VAT fraud.
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A new tool is available to complete  Spanish VAT returns

Spain

The Spanish tax authorities released a tool, called  Pre303, to help taxpayers complete their VAT  returns in Spain.

Starting in February 2021, a tool offered by the Spanish tax authorities for easy VAT return submission will be made available to all
taxpayers in Spain. It will primarily be used to submit Spanish VAT returns (Modelo 303) and offers several other services as well, such as
VAT registration information, submission of import VAT payments, and consultation of the import VAT with deferred payment.

Keep in mind that only taxpayers with a digital certificate or a cl@ve PIN will be able to access the tool. Otherwise, going through a third
party with a Power of Attorney in place will do the trick.

What are the benefits of using this tool?

This tool will automatically fill out some boxes in the VAT return based on the information available from the census. In this regard,
taxpayers will also be able to update their census information with the tool that pertains directly to the VAT return. This will reduce
delays caused by discrepancies in the information available in the census and the VAT return.

Furthermore, mostly all taxpayers using SII (Immediate Supply of Information) reporting will have additional services available through the
tool, such as access to Aggregate Books (LLAA) submitted through SII to the Spanish tax authorities. These books will inform you of the
amount that should be reported on your Spanish VAT return and include comments about how the calculations were made.Taxpayers can
transfer this information directly from the LLAA and will have the option to modify it before filing if needed.
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Issues Notice on Offshore E- Commerce Supplier Registration Obligations

Taiwan

Taiwan's Ministry of Finance has issued a notice regarding the registration obligations of offshore e- commerce suppliers in view of the
increasing demand for electronic services.

Offshore e-commerce suppliers who sell cross- border electronic services to domestic individuals and have annual sales amount over
NT$480,000 must apply for tax registration in the R.O.C.

The National Taxation Bureau of Taipei, Ministry of Finance (NTBT) expressed that in view of the post- pandemic era, the demand on
electronic services, such as remote working, online learning, social networking website, online ordering and delivery platform, has been
growing. Those offshore e- commerce suppliers of no fixed place within the territory of the R.O.C. who sell cross-border electronic
services to domestic individuals and have annual sales amounts over NT$480,000 must apply for tax registration via the MOF's eTax
Portal, issue cloud invoices, file tax returns, and pay business tax liabilities based on total revenue.

The NTBT further explains that the aforementioned "electronic services" refer to any of the following three conditions:

1. The services used are downloaded via the Internet or other electronic tools and saved to computers, smart phones, tablet computers,
portable devices, mobile devices, etc. for use.

2. The services used are online without being saved into any devices, including online games, advertisements, audio-visual browsing,
voice frequency broadcasting, social networking website and online information, such as movies, soap operas, music, lessons, survey
development cloud- based software, database, and interactive communications.

3. The services used are supplied through the Internet or other electronic tools while taking place at a physical location.
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Enacts new VAT rules for foreign e- business and digital services

Thailand

Measures for the taxation of foreign e-business in Thailand were first proposed in 2017, and new value-added tax (VAT) rules have now

been enacted and were published in the Royal Gazette on 10 February 2021. The new rules are effective from 1 September 2021. Their

main objective is to enable the collection of VAT on electronic services rendered by e-business operators in foreign countries to non- VAT

operators in Thailand. The regulations applicable to Thai e-business operators remain unchanged.

The key principles of the new VAT rules are:

» Foreign e-business operators that provide electronic services to non-VAT operators in Thailand are required to register with the Thai
Revenue Department to pay Thai VAT and to file VAT returns.

» In cases where foreign e-business operators provide electronic services via an electronic platform operated by another party delivering
a continuous service process, from offering the service to payment and to delivery, the platform operator is obliged to pay the VAT on
behalf of the foreign e-business operators that use the platform, assuming the duties and responsibilities of the foreign e-business
operators.

» Under the new rules, "electronic services" are defined as services, including intangible assets, that are automatically transmitted via
the internet or other electronic network, and which could not be rendered without such technology, while "electronic platform" is
defined as any channel used by numerous operators to provide electronic services to their service recipients.

» The VAT registration threshold for foreign e- business operators will be the same as for local operators, i.e., THB1.8 million (or approx.
US$60,000) per annum.

» For VAT computation purposes, foreign e- business operators are not allowed to claim any input tax.
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Thailand

Based on past public consultations, the purpose of the new VAT rules is to collect VAT on electronic/digital services provided by foreign
operators, such as movie and music streaming services, digital content providers and online games.

Further details of related procedures and compliance requirements should be announced in supplementary laws, including additional
guidelines that the Thai Revenue Department is expected to issue in the next several months.
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Facts to know about the 2021 e- document transition in Turkey

Turkey

2020 was significant for the mandatory transition to e-transformation applications following the General Communique issued by the
Turkish Revenue Administration (TRA). 2021 will be a year of mandatory transition to various e-documents for

Who must use e-invoice from 2021?

» Taxpayers with gross sales revenue of TRY 5 million and above in 2020 and all subsequent financial periods must use e- invoice
application from the beginning of the seventh month of the year of the following year.

» Taxpayers, who are operating under the Special Consumption Tax Law No. 4760 and with an Energy Market Regulatory Authority
(EMRA) license, must use e-invoice from the beginning of the fourth month after they began their activities in 2020 or the following
years.

» According to the Special Consumption Tax (SCT) Law, those who manufacture, construct and/or import certain goods in 2020 or the
following years must use the e-invoice application from the beginning of the fourth month after the SCT taxpayer registration is
created or they start manufacturing, construction or importation.

» Those running an e-commerce business or providing intermediary services through the internet must complete their applications and
transition preparations for 2020 or the following financial years. New taxpayers have to complete the applications and transition
preparations within three months of the date they start paying taxes.

» Taxpayers engaged in the fruit and vegetable trade as brokers or merchants must use the e-invoice application as of July 1, 2020 or the
following financial years. Taxpayers who will start a new job have to complete the applications and transition preparations within three
months of the start date.

» Those who must use the e-invoice application because of the mandatory transition to the e-delivery note or the e-arşiv invoice
application must use e-invoice from the starting date of transition to the e-delivery note or the e-arşiv invoice application.
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Turkey

What to know about using e-arşiv invoice and e- ledger

All companies with a gross sales revenue above TRY 5 million for 2020 onwards must use the e- invoice and e-arşiv invoice applications
from the seventh month of the following year as it’s mandatory for taxpayers who are included in the e- invoice application to also use e-
arşiv invoice in accordance to the General Communique on the Tax Procedural Law No. 509.

Companies that were required to use e-invoice and e-arşiv invoice as of July 1, 2020 will also be subject to the e-ledger application as of
January 1, 2021.

Companies with gross sales revenue above 5 million TRY for 2020 have to use e-invoice and e-arşiv invoice as of July 1, 2021. Plus, they will
be obliged to use the e-ledger as of January 1, 2022.

TRA updates to the e-ledger application

The TRA introduced several e-ledger updates in 2020. It is now possible to upload the e-ledger summary report (berat) on a monthly basis
or in temporary tax periods. Taxpayers will be able to submit ledgers on a monthly or quarterly basis.

It’s mandatory to keep e-ledgers and the related secondary copies of e-ledger summary reports (berat) in the TRA system. The transfer
dates for the 2020 e-ledgers and secondary copies of e-ledger summary reports to the TRA system are as follows:

» January – February – March period of 2020: due on January 15, 2021
» April – May – June period of 2020: due on February 15, 2021
» July – August – September period of 2020: due on March 15, 2021
» October – November – December period of 2020: due on April 15, 2021 56©Taxise Asia LLC 2021



VAT on electronic services of non- residents: the draft Law is adopted in the first  
reading

Ukraine

On February 17, 2021, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted in the first reading the draft Law1, according to which non-resident
companies that provide electronic services to individuals in Ukraine are required to apply for registration as a VAT payer by March 31,
2022, if the total amount of such operations during 2021 exceeds the equivalent of UAH 1 million.

The draft Law prescribes a 20% VAT rate on electronic services.

Electronic services include, among others:

» supply of images or texts, including photographs, e-books and magazines
» supply of audiovisual works, video to order, games, gambling
» providing access to information, commercial, educational and entertainment electronic resources and other similar resources
» provision of cloud technologies for data placement
» supply (transfer of rights to use) of software and updates to it
» provision of advertising services on the Internet, mobile applications and other electronic resources.

At the same time, electronic services do not include
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Extends hospitality & tourism VAT cut

United Kingdom

3 March 2021 - the UK's Chancellor of the Exchequer, Rishi Sunak, has extending again the VAT rate cut on hospitality and tourism from

20% to 5% until 30 Sep 2021; then 12.5% until 30 April 2022.
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Introduction of New VAT Penalty System

United Kingdom

HMRC have announced a reform of the current penalty system relating to late submission of VAT returns and late payment of VAT liabilities.
Instead of an automatic financial penalty being applied to taxpayers who fail to meet their obligations in either of these areas, points will
be accrued depending on the error involved and on cumulation of certain number of points, a financial penalty will be imposed.

The application of this points-based system, which will come into effect starting April 2022, is intended to proportionally affect VAT
registered traders who miss these deadlines on a regular basis, as opposed to those who default occasionally. Once in effect, under this
new systems traders will receive a point for every submission/payment deadline missed and once a pre-determined points threshold has
been reached a financial penalty of £200 will be applied.

The relevant point thresholds will vary depending on required submission frequency – for example for traders submitting returns on an
annual basis, accruing 2 points will incur a penalty, whereas for quarterly submissions the threshold is set at 4 points.
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Various
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Azerbaijan exempts grain imports from VAT
Canada Netflix says it is ready to collect GST
Guyana E-Networks welcomes removal of VAT on residential and individual data

https://menafn.com/1101590579/Azerbaijan-exempts-grain-imports-from-VAT
https://www.vaughantoday.ca/netflix-says-it-is-ready-to-collect-gst/
https://newsroom.gy/2021/02/12/e-networks-welcomes-removal-of-vat-on-residential-and-individual-data/
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